OPIATE RECOVERY TRANSITION PROGRAM

It’s What Happens When Collaboration and Treatment Meet.
LAKE COUNTY ADAMHS BOARD

- What are some Lake County resources?
- What types of resources they can provide?
- What treatment looked like before ORTP?
- How and why was the ORTP established?
A COMMUNITY FORUM
BACKGROUND, QUESTIONS, & FORMAT
WHAT IS THE ORTP?

What is this program about?

Turn and talk!
WHO ARE THE KEY PLAYERS?
THE BACKBONE OF THE PROGRAM
INITIAL POINT OF CONTACT

Lake Health
OUTPATIENT & RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

LAKE-GEauga
RECOVERY CENTERS
FEDERALLY QUALIFIED HEALTH CENTER

Signature™ HEALTH
WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT THIS PROGRAM?
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED
WHAT DO THE NUMBERS TELL US?

Ohio heroin and total opioid overdose deaths

Source: Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
TWO SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

Harm reduction

Safety, Self-efficacy, Independence

Recovery
HOW THE ORTP TIES INTO OTHER PROGRAMS
QUESTIONS???